Maintain Payment Method
-

Maintain Payment Method helps you to categorise how you want to pay your employee
This is useful when you have different type of banks (MBB, HLB & etc)
and method of paying (Cash, Cheque, Transfer)
At here, we can also set the auto rounding so that all payout is round to the nearest 5 cent
eg: Employee total pay = RM1234.56
After auto rounding, it will become RM1234.55

Step 1: Navigate yourself to the maintain payment method panel

Step 2: Click new to create new payment method
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Step 3: Key in the information needed
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Key in the
information
here
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Symbol
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Explanation

Symbol

A unique name for the system to recognise
the type of payment method
The details of the payment method
The type of bank
The employer own bank account number

10)

The bank charges whenever a transaction is
made by this payment method
The ways of making the payment
(cash, cheque, transfer)
Allow 5cents rounding of net pay when
‘Payroll rounding’ is selected
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16)

(Please look at the below page for further explanation)

8)
9)

The branch of the bank that is going to issue
to pay out
The address of the bank
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Explanation
The person that the employer liaise with the
bank
Any additional remarks
The phone number of the bank
The account number/name whereby it is going
to record the payment (reference purpose)
Allow this payment method to be selected in:
Maintain employee > Payroll Info.
The fax number of the bank
Auto-select this payment method every time in:
Maintain employee > Payroll Info.

Explanation of auto rounding
- Without auto rounding
When Net
Pay is blank

After month end will show no adjustment.
However, adjustment can be manually change by clicking the up/down arrow beside it

No adjustment
is made here

Gross net pay
and net pay is
still the same

- With auto rounding
When ‘Payroll Rounding’
is selected in Net Pay

After month end, it will auto adjust

Adjustment is made
automatically

Correct payment method selected in
Maintain Employee > Payroll Info.

Net pay has reduced
to nearest 5 cents
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=============== END HERE ===============

